The IK standard determines the level of protection against mechanical impacts, according to the NF EN 62262 norm (NF C 20-015). A rating of IK-06 indicates a one-joule impact resistance.

Our shock-resistant screen protectors are rated 5H on the hardness scale between 0H and 10H (for diamonds), which determines resistance to touch, pressure, shearing, friction and shock.

4 finishes available:
Clear, Matte, Blue Light Cut and Privacy

How to choose your finish?

- You need optimal visibility: Clear is a transparent finish without any filter between the screen and the eye.
- You use your device outdoors, or don’t want to see fingerprints anymore: The Matte finish removes bothersome light reflections. Its satin finish makes fingerprints invisible and keeps your screen cleaner longer.
- You want to protect your eyes from blue light: Artificial blue light emitted by screens tires the eyes, dries them out and is capable of causing long term damage. The Blue Light Cut filter blocks blue wavelengths and reduces eyestrain.
- You have confidential data: Prying, or simply curious, gazes fall constantly on your screens. The privacy filter allows you to work on important files anywhere by turning the screen black for people who stand next to you, while leaving more than 80% visibility for the user. How to choose your finish.

More than 2,000 references available for smartphones, tablets, hybrids, notebooks...

Why a screen protector?

91% of users have already broken a screen!

On average a screen costs:
- 500 € for a laptop
- 200 € for a tablet
- 100 € for a smartphone

Protecting the device 100% of the time increases its lifespan and thus improves the Total Cost of Ownership!
SCREW PROTECTOR

Clear
- IK06 : anti-shock, anti-breakage
- 99% transparency
- 5H Hardness anti-scratch
- Quick and easy setup
- Electrostatic absorption
- Repositionable
- Thickness : 0.33mm

Matte
- IK06 : anti-shock, anti-breakage
- Anti-fingerprints
- Anti-glare
- 5H Hardness anti-scratch
- Quick and easy setup
- Electrostatic absorption
- Repositionable
- Thickness : 0.33mm

Blue Light Cut
- IK06 : anti-shock, anti-breakage
- protects your eyes against blue light, reduce eye strain and dry eyes
- 5H Hardness anti-scratch
- Quick and easy setup
- Electrostatic absorption
- Repositionable
- Thickness : 0.4mm

Privacy
- IK06 : anti-shock, anti-breakage
- 180° Privacy filter
- 5H Hardness anti-scratch
- Quick and easy setup
- Electrostatic absorption
- Repositionable
- Anti-fingerprints
- Anti-glare
- Thickness : 0.4mm

Installation instructions
1. Dust
2. Clean and dry
3. Remove protection 1
4. Align
5. Smooth
6. Remove protection 2

Cleaning Kit provided
- 1 anti-dust adhesive
- 1 microfiber fabric
- 1 cleaning pad
- 1 smoothing card

Packaging composition

Mobilis® marks, models and patents are internationally registered. Total or partial reproduction without permission is strictly prohibited. Features and specifications are subject to change without notice. Non-contract photos.

For more information, visit our web site: www.mobiliscase.com
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